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Schools or Faculties in 6 Campuses.

- Terrassa (ESEIAAT, FOOT, CITM EUNCET)
- Manresa (EPSEM)
- Sant Cugat del Vallès (ETSAV)
- Vilanova i la Geltrú (EPSEVG)
- Barcelona (EPSEB, ETSAB, ETSECCPB, ETSEIB, ETSETB, FME, FNB, CFIS, EUETIB)
- Castelldefels (EETAC, ESAB)
- Industrial Engineering
- Aeronautical Engineering
- Agricultural Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Nautical Engineering
- Telecommunications Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering
- Energy Engineering
- Architecture
- Computer Science
- Mathematics and Statistics
- Business Administration
The UPC today

- **28,208** students
- **3,317** teaching and research staff
- **2,052** administrative and service staff
- **64** bachelor's degrees
- **75** master's degrees
- **45** doctoral programmes
- **18** schools
- **241** lifelong learning programmes
- **15** patents last year
- **294** million euros 2021 budget
- **58** million euros R&D income
- **62,854** alumni

[https://www.upc.edu/en](https://www.upc.edu/en)
Engaged in economic development

A leader in many areas of **scientific output**, **technological** and **research skills**.

**291 research groups**

**FUTUR.** Website for the scientific production of UPC researchers

[http://futur.upc.edu/organization/os/Z3J1cHJlY2VyY2E](http://futur.upc.edu/organization/os/Z3J1cHJlY2VyY2E)
363 academic agreements with universities worldwide.

100 international double-degree agreements with 90 universities.

2,713 bachelor’s and master’s students on an international mobility programme.

1,628 outgoing students.

1,085 incoming students.
Lectures for first-year bachelor's degree students are resumed with restricted attendance

UPC statement (05/02/2021)

From next Monday, 8 February, in accordance with measures approved by PROICAT, lectures for first-year bachelor's degree students will be resumed with restricted attendance at the UPC. Face-to-face practicals and exams for other students continue as scheduled. Each school will give details of how subjects will be taught, based on the contingency plans adopted in the autumn for these students.

In accordance with the measures approved on 4 February by PROICAT, university campuses will be able to resume lectures with restricted attendance for first-year bachelor's degree students on Monday 8 February. First-year bachelor's degree students at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya - BarcelonaTech (UPC) must consult their schools for details of this restricted attendance for each
• **Blended-learning** model in order to keep the academic community as safe as possible

• **Academic arrangement** for the second academic semester:

  **Bachelor/Master students**

  Theory: **On-line** courses  
  Labs: **On-site** face to face (lab rooms)  
  Assessment: **On-site** face to face exams (exam room)

• Subject updated informations: **ATENEA** intranet

  [https://atenea.upc.edu/login/index.php](https://atenea.upc.edu/login/index.php)

• Recommendation: Contact with lecturers for further details
The School of Industrial, Aerospace and Audiovisual Engineering in Terrassa (ESEIAAT)

https://eseiaat.upc.edu/en?set_language=en
ESEIAAT UPC Campus map
One of the largest engineering schools in Spain with more than 100 years experience

Good positioning in national and international rankings

10 Bachelor, 8 Master, 4 Doctoral programs

1 of the 3 universities in Spain offering a bachelor's degree in Aerospace Technology Engineering

1000 graduates per year

More than 450 professors and researchers

www.eseiaat.upc.edu
**Aerospace Engineering Bachelor’s degree Programs**
- Aerospace Technology Engineering
- Aerospace Vehicle Engineering

**Industrial Engineering Bachelor’s degree Programs**
- Chemical Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Industrial Design and Product Development Engineering
- Industrial Electronics and Automatic Control Engineering
- Industrial Technology Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Textile Technology and Design Engineering

**Telecommunications Bachelor’s degree Programs**
- Audio-visual Systems Engineering

**Master’s degree Programs**
- Aeronautical Engineering
- Engineering Management
- Automatic Systems Engineering and Industrial Electronics
- Master's Degree in Textile and Paper Engineering
- Master's Degree in Industrial Engineering
- Master's Degree in Space and Aeronautical Engineering
- Master's Degree in Technology and Engineering Management
- Design Engineering

**Doctoral degree Programs**
- PhD program in Mechanical, Fluids and Aerospace Engineering
- PhD program in Thermal Engineering
- PhD program in Textile and Paper Engineering
- PhD program in Electric Energy Systems
ESEIAAT UPC Students Projects

Creative Lab
Creative Volkswagen
Ikea UPC DESIGN
FABLAB
Programa Inspire
UPC ecoRacing
Trencalòs
MotoSpirit
UPC Space Program
UPC Venturi
Cosmic Research
Solar Campus

UPC-EcoRacing

MotoSpirit
ESEIAAT UPC Students Projects

Trencalòs

Solar Campus

Cosmic Research
ESEIAAT has mobility and exchange programmes worldwide especially in Europe, Latin America, USA and Asia.

- 2 master’s degree fully lectured in English
- More than 50 elective courses lectured in English
50+% international students in our masters
60+% international students in our doctorate programs

International double master's degrees:

- Politecnico di Torino (Italy)
- Bergamo University (Italy)
- São Paulo University (Brazil)
- IPSA (Paris)
- ISAE SUPAERO (Toulouse)
- HEC and ESTACA (Paris)
- Cranfield University (UK)
- The Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago (USA)
- University of California-Irvine (USA)
90% of students find employment within 3 months after the degree

1000+ students doing internships

- On Campus company forums and networking
- Company visits
- Careers services
- Company awards to academic excellence
ESEIAAT UPZ Campus

European University

Most important university city after Barcelona.

2 student dorms: 300 places

Sport activities

Restaurants & students’ canteen

Library and team working rooms

Terrassa town amenities
ESEIAAT UPC Public Transport Network

http://www.ambmobilitat.cat/Principales/Tarifas.aspx
Single and integrated tickets
What can you do in your free time?
Architecture
Architecture
Terrassa: Industrial historical heritage

mNACTEC

Address: Rambla d’Ègara, 270
Telephone: +34 93 736 89 66
Website: http://www.mnactec.cat/

Museu Nacional de la Ciència i la Tècnica de Catalunya
Industrial historical heritage
Historical heritage
Locations
Culture and tradition
Gastronomy
Sports
Thank you!